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This book constitutes revised selected papers of the 9th International Conference on Analysis of Images, Social Networks and Texts, AIST
2020, held in Moscow, Russia, in october 2020. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic the conference was held online. The 14 full papers, 9 short
papers and 4 poster papers were carefully reviewed and selected from 108 qualified submissions. The papers are organized in topical
sections on natural language processing; computer vision; social network analysis; data analysis and machine learning; theoretical machine
learning and optimization; process mining; posters.
This text is about methods used for the computer simulation of analog systems. It concentrates on electronic applications, but many of the
methods are applicable to other engineering problems as well. This revised edition (1st, 1983) encompasses recent theoretical developments
and program-writing ti
This book is designed to meet a felt need for a concise but systematic and rigorous presentation of Circuit Theory which forms the core of
electrical engineering. The book is presented in four parts : Fundamental concepts in electrical engineering, Linear-time invariant systems,
Advanced topics in network analysis, and Elements of network synthesis. A variety of illustrative examples, solved problems and exercises
carefully guide the student from basic of electricity to the heart of circuit theory, which is supported by the mathematical tools of transforms.
The inclusion of a chapter on P Spice and MATLAB is sure to whet the interest of the reader for further exploration of the subject-especially
the advanced topics. Intended primarily as a textbook for the undergraduate students of electrical, electronics, and computer science
engineering, this book would also be useful for postgraduate students and professionals for reference and revision of fundamentals. The book
should also serve as a source book for candidates preparing for examinations conducted by professional bodies like IE, IETE, IEEE.
This volume collects the extended versions of papers presented at the SIS Conference “Statistics and Data Science: new challenges, new
generations”, held in Florence, Italy on June 28-30, 2017. Highlighting the central role of statistics and data analysis methods in the era of
Data Science, the contributions offer an essential overview of the latest developments in various areas of statistics research. The 35
contributions have been divided into six parts, each of which focuses on a core area contributing to “Data Science”. The book covers topics
including strong statistical methodologies, Bayesian approaches, applications in population and social studies, studies in economics and
finance, techniques of sample design and mathematical statistics. Though the book is mainly intended for researchers interested in the latest
frontiers of Statistics and Data Analysis, it also offers valuable supplementary material for students of the disciplines dealt with here. Lastly, it
will help Statisticians and Data Scientists recognize their counterparts’ fundamental role.
This valuable source for graduate students and researchers provides a comprehensive introduction to current theories and applications in
optimization methods and network models. Contributions to this book are focused on new efficient algorithms and rigorous mathematical
theories, which can be used to optimize and analyze mathematical graph structures with massive size and high density induced by natural or
artificial complex networks. Applications to social networks, power transmission grids, telecommunication networks, stock market networks,
and human brain networks are presented. Chapters in this book cover the following topics: Linear max min fairness Heuristic approaches for
high-quality solutions Efficient approaches for complex multi-criteria optimization problems Comparison of heuristic algorithms New heuristic
iterative local search Power in network structures Clustering nodes in random graphs Power transmission grid structure Network
decomposition problems Homogeneity hypothesis testing Network analysis of international migration Social networks with node attributes
Testing hypothesis on degree distribution in the market graphs Machine learning applications to human brain network studies This
proceeding is a result of The 6th International Conference on Network Analysis held at the Higher School of Economics, Nizhny Novgorod in
May 2016. The conference brought together scientists and engineers from industry, government, and academia to discuss the links between
network analysis and a variety of fields.
This 2nd edition provides an in-depth, up-to-date, unified, and comprehensive treatment of the fundamentals of the theory of active networks
and its applications to feedback amplifier design. The main purpose is to discuss the topics that are of fundamental importance that
transcends the advent of new devices and design tools. Intended primarily as a text in circuit theory in electrical engineering for senior and/or
first year graduate students, the book also serve as a reference for researchers and practicing engineers in industry. A special feature of the
book is that it bridges the gap between theory and practice, with abundant examples showing how theory solves problems. These examples
are actual practical problems, not idealized illustrations of the theory. The topic on topological analysis of active networks is also expanded to
benefit more discerning readers.
Active Network Analysis gives a comprehensive treatment of the fundamentals of the theory of active networks and its applications to
feedback amplifiers. The guiding light throughout has been to extract the essence of the theory and to discuss those topics that are of
fundamental importance and that will transcend the advent of new devices and design tools. The book provides under one cover a unified,
comprehensive, and up-to-date coverage of these recent developments and their practical engineering applications. In selecting the level of
presentation, considerable attention has been given to the fact that many readers may be encountering some of these topics for the first time.
Thus basic introductory material has been included. The work is illustrated by a large number of carefully chosen and well-prepared
examples. Request Inspection Copy

This brief introduces game- and decision-theoretical techniques for the analysis and design of resilient interdependent networks. It
unites game and decision theory with network science to lay a system-theoretical foundation for understanding the resiliency of
interdependent and heterogeneous network systems. The authors pay particular attention to critical infrastructure systems, such
as electric power, water, transportation, and communications. They discuss how infrastructure networks are becoming increasingly
interconnected as the integration of Internet of Things devices, and how a single-point failure in one network can propagate to
other infrastructures, creating an enormous social and economic impact. The specific topics in the book include: · static and
dynamic meta-network resilience game analysis and design; · optimal control of interdependent epidemics spreading over complex
networks; and · applications to secure and resilient design of critical infrastructures. These topics are supported by up-to-date
summaries of the authors’ recent research findings. The authors then discuss the future challenges and directions in the analysis
and design of interdependent networks and explain the role of multi-disciplinary research has in computer science, engineering,
public policy, and social sciences fields of study. The brief introduces new application areas in mathematics, economics, and
system and control theory, and will be of interest to researchers and practitioners looking for new approaches to assess and
mitigate risks in their systems and enhance their network resilience. A Game- and Decision-Theoretic Approach to Resilient
Interdependent Network Analysis and Design also has self-contained chapters, which allows for multiple levels of reading by
anyone with an interest in game and decision theory and network science.
The information context of the modern organization is rapidly evolving in the face of intense global competition. Information
technologies, including databases, new telecommunications systems, and software for synthesizing information, make a vast array
of information available to an ever expanding number of organizational members. Management's exclusive control over knowledge
is steadily declining, in part because of the downsizing of organizations and the decline of the number of layers in an
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organizational hierarchy. These trends, as well as issues surrounding the Web 2.0 and social networking, mean that it is
increasingly important that we understand how informal knowledge networks impact the generation, capturing, storing,
dissemination, and application of knowledge. This innovative book provides a thorough analysis of knowledge networks, focusing
on how relationships contribute to the creation of knowledge, its distribution within organizations, how it is diffused and transferred,
and how people find it and share it collaboratively.
The eight-volume set LNCS 12901, 12902, 12903, 12904, 12905, 12906, 12907, and 12908 constitutes the refereed proceedings
of the 24th International Conference on Medical Image Computing and Computer-Assisted Intervention, MICCAI 2021, held in
Strasbourg, France, in September/October 2021.* The 531 revised full papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected
from 1630 submissions in a double-blind review process. The papers are organized in the following topical sections: Part I: image
segmentation Part II: machine learning - self-supervised learning; machine learning - semi-supervised learning; and machine
learning - weakly supervised learning Part III: machine learning - advances in machine learning theory; machine learning attention models; machine learning - domain adaptation; machine learning - federated learning; machine learning - interpretability /
explainability; and machine learning - uncertainty Part IV: image registration; image-guided interventions and surgery; surgical
data science; surgical planning and simulation; surgical skill and work flow analysis; and surgical visualization and mixed,
augmented and virtual reality Part V: computer aided diagnosis; integration of imaging with non-imaging biomarkers; and
outcome/disease prediction Part VI: image reconstruction; clinical applications - cardiac; and clinical applications - vascular Part
VII: clinical applications - abdomen; clinical applications - breast; clinical applications - dermatology; clinical applications - fetal
imaging; clinical applications - lung; clinical applications - neuroimaging - brain development; clinical applications - neuroimaging DWI and tractography; clinical applications - neuroimaging - functional brain networks; clinical applications - neuroimaging –
others; and clinical applications - oncology Part VIII: clinical applications - ophthalmology; computational (integrative) pathology;
modalities - microscopy; modalities - histopathology; and modalities - ultrasound *The conference was held virtually.
The value of symbolic network analysis is now well recognized. In industry it has been used as an aid in the design of small linear
networks. In academic institutions it has been found useful as an instructional aid. The purpose of this book is to present, in a
single volume, a unified treatment of all symbolic analysis methods, using a consistent set of notation, and based on the same
theoretical background (network topology, combinatorial analysis, and numerical analysis). The emphasis is on those methods
which have been implemented and for which there are source codes available. The work will be of interest to all those who have
the usual college-level training in circuit theory.
This book is the second of three volumes that illustrate the concept of social networks from a computational point of view. The
book contains contributions from a international selection of world-class experts, concentrating on topics relating to security and
privacy (the other two volumes review Tools, Perspectives, and Applications, and Mining and Visualization in CSNs). Topics and
features: presents the latest advances in security and privacy issues in CSNs, and illustrates how both organizations and
individuals can be protected from real-world threats; discusses the design and use of a wide range of computational tools and
software for social network analysis; describes simulations of social networks, and the representation and analysis of social
networks, with a focus on issues of security, privacy, and anonymization; provides experience reports, survey articles, and
intelligence techniques and theories relating to specific problems in network technology.
This text provides a comprehensive review of the contribution of network analysis to the understanding of tourism destinations and
organisations. It discusses both the theoretical and methodological underpinnings of network analysis and then illustrates the
relevance of this approach in a series of tourism applications.
As well as highlighting potentially useful applications for network analysis, this volume identifies new targets for mathematical
research that promise to provide insights into network systems theory as well as facilitating the cross-fertilization of ideas between
sectors. Focusing on financial, security and social aspects of networking, the volume adds to the growing body of evidence
showing that network analysis has applications to transportation, communication, health, finance, and social policy more broadly. It
provides powerful models for understanding the behavior of complex systems that, in turn, will impact numerous cutting-edge
sectors in science and engineering, such as wireless communication, network security, distributed computing and social
networking, financial analysis, and cyber warfare. The volume offers an insider’s view of cutting-edge research in network
systems, including methodologies with immense potential for interdisciplinary application. The contributors have all presented
material at a series of workshops organized on behalf of Canada’s MITACS initiative, which funds projects and study grants in
‘mathematics for information technology and complex systems’. These proceedings include papers from workshops on financial
networks, network security and cryptography, and social networks. MITACS has shown that the partly ghettoized nature of network
systems research has led to duplicated work in discrete fields, and thus this initiative has the potential to save time and accelerate
the pace of research in a number of areas of network systems research.

?? ?Network Analysis has become a major research topic over the last several years. The broad range of applications
that can be described and analyzed by means of a network is bringing together researchers, practitioners and other
scientific communities from numerous fields such as Operations Research, Computer Science, Transportation, Energy,
Social Sciences, and more. The remarkable diversity of fields that take advantage of Network Analysis makes the
endeavor of gathering up-to-date material in a single compilation a useful, yet very difficult, task. The purpose of these
proceedings is to overcome this difficulty by collecting the major results found by the participants of the “First
International Conference in Network Analysis,” held at The University of Florida, Gainesville, USA, from the 14th to the
16th of December 2011. The contributions of this conference not only come from different fields, but also cover a broad
range of topics relevant to the theory and practice of network analysis, including the reliability of complex networks,
software, theory, methodology and applications.
MICHEL GENDREAU AND PATRICE MARCOTTE As an academic, Michael Florian has always stood at the forefront of
transportation research. This is reflected in the miscellaneous contributions that make the chapters of this book, which
are related in some way or another to Michael's interests in both the theoretical and practical aspects of his field. These
interests span the areas of Traffic Assignment, Network Equilibrium, Shortest Paths, Railroad problems, De mand
models, Variational Inequalities, Intelligent Transportation Systems, etc. The contributions are briefly outlined below.
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BASSANINI, LA BELLA AND NASTASI determine a track pricing policy for railroad companies through the solution of a
generalized Nash game. BEN-AKIVA, BIER LAIRE, KOUTSOPOULOS AND MISHALANI discuss simulation-based
estimators of the interactions between supply and demand within a real-time transportation system. BOYCE,
BALASUBRAMANIAM AND TIAN analyze the impact of marginal cost pricing on urban traffic in the Chicago region.
BROTCORNE, DE WOLF, GENDREAU AND LABBE present a discrete model of dynamic traffic assignment where flow
departure is endogenous and the First-In-First-Out condition is strictly enforced. CASCETTA AND IMP ROTA give a
rigorous treatment of the problem of estimating travel demand from observed data, both in the static and dynamic cases.
CRAINIC, DUFOUR, FLo RIAN AND LARIN show how to obtain path information that is consistent with the link
information provided by a nonlinear multimodal model. ERLANDER derives the logit model from an efficiency principle
rather than from the classical random utility approach.
‘Network’ is a heavily overloaded term, so that ‘network analysis’ means different things to different people. Specific
forms of network analysis are used in the study of diverse structures such as the Internet, interlocking directorates,
transportation systems, epidemic spreading, metabolic pathways, the Web graph, electrical circuits, project plans, and so
on. There is, however, a broad methodological foundation which is quickly becoming a prerequisite for researchers and
practitioners working with network models. From a computer science perspective, network analysis is applied graph
theory. Unlike standard graph theory books, the content of this book is organized according to methods for specific levels
of analysis (element, group, network) rather than abstract concepts like paths, matchings, or spanning subgraphs. Its
topics therefore range from vertex centrality to graph clustering and the evolution of scale-free networks. In 15 coherent
chapters, this monograph-like tutorial book introduces and surveys the concepts and methods that drive network
analysis, and is thus the first book to do so from a methodological perspective independent of specific application areas.
This contributed volume presents the state-of-the-art of games and dynamic games, featuring several chapters based on
plenary sessions at the ISDG-China Chapter Conference on Dynamic Games and Game Theoretic Analysis, which was
held from August 3-5, 2017 at the Ningbo campus of the University of Nottingham, China. The chapters in this volume will
provide readers with paths to further research, serving as a testimony to the vitality of the field. Experts cover a range of
theory and applications related to games and dynamic games, with topics including: Dynamically stable cooperative
provision of public goods under non-transferable utility Strongly time-consistent solutions in cooperative dynamic games
Incentive Stackelberg games for stochastic systems Static and inverse Stackelberg games in political economy Cournot
and Betrand competition on symmetric R&D networks Numerical Nash equilibria using curvilinear multistart algorithm
Markov chain approximation numerical scheme for infinite-horizon mean field games Frontiers in Games and Dynamic
Games will appeal to an interdisciplinary audience of researchers, practitioners, and graduate students interested in
games and dynamic games.
For convenience, many of the proofs of the key theorems have been rewritten so that the entire book uses a relatively
uniform notion.
Biological Network Analysis: Trends, Approaches, Graph Theory, and Algorithms considers three major biological
networks, including Gene Regulatory Networks (GRN), Protein-Protein Interaction Networks (PPIN), and Human Brain
Connectomes. The book's authors discuss various graph theoretic and data analytics approaches used to analyze these
networks with respect to available tools, technologies, standards, algorithms and databases for generating, representing
and analyzing graphical data. As a wide variety of algorithms have been developed to analyze and compare networks,
this book is a timely resource. Presents recent advances in biological network analysis, combining Graph Theory, Graph
Analysis, and various network models Discusses three major biological networks, including Gene Regulatory Networks
(GRN), Protein-Protein Interaction Networks (PPIN) and Human Brain Connectomes Includes a discussion of various
graph theoretic and data analytics approaches
This sparkling Handbook offers an unrivalled resource for those engaged in the cutting edge field of social network
analysis. Systematically, it introduces readers to the key concepts, substantive topics, central methods and prime
debates. Among the specific areas covered are: Network theory Interdisciplinary applications Online networks Corporate
networks Lobbying networks Deviant networks Measuring devices Key Methodologies Software applications. The result
is a peerless resource for teachers and students which offers a critical survey of the origins, basic issues and major
debates. The Handbook provides a one-stop guide that will be used by readers for decades to come.
This Handbook on circuit analysis is one of the few texts to address the needs of power systems engineers. Unlike many previous
books on the subject, which have had an emphasis on low current, this book considers power and high current systems.
Consideration is given to both steady state and transient conditions and many examples of power system design are included. The
coverage is comprehensive with the first chapters establishing the basics before the author concentrates upon more advanced
material. The text gives an in-depth analysis of such areas as magnetically coupled circuits, three phase systems, the nonsinusoidal behaviour of electric circuits and transmission lines. This Handbook will be an invaluable tool for professional engineers
in industrial power companies working in the area of power generation and distribution. It is also relevant to postgraduate students
and researchers in heavy electrical engineering. Readership: Professional engineers in industrial power companies working on
manufacture of equipment and in the electrical supply industry working on power generation and distribution. It is also relevant to
postgraduate students and researchers in heavy electrical engineering.
Artificial intelligence (AI) is taking on an increasingly important role in our society today. In the early days, machines fulfilled only
manual activities. Nowadays, these machines extend their capabilities to cognitive tasks as well. And now AI is poised to make a
huge contribution to medical and biological applications. From medical equipment to diagnosing and predicting disease to image
and video processing, among others, AI has proven to be an area with great potential. The ability of AI to make informed
decisions, learn and perceive the environment, and predict certain behavior, among its many other skills, makes this application of
paramount importance in today's world. This book discusses and examines AI applications in medicine and biology as well as
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challenges and opportunities in this fascinating area.
Social networking is a concept that has existed for a long time; however, with the explosion of the Internet, social networking has
become a tool for people to connect and communicate in ways that were impossible in the past. The recent development of Web
2.0 has provided many new applications, such as Myspace, Facebook, and LinkedIn. The purpose of Handbook of Social Network
Technologies and Applications is to provide comprehensive guidelines on the current and future trends in social network
technologies and applications in the field of Web-based Social Networks. This handbook includes contributions from world experts
in the field of social networks from both academia and private industry. A number of crucial topics are covered including Web and
software technologies and communication technologies for social networks. Web-mining techniques, visualization techniques,
intelligent social networks, Semantic Web, and many other topics are covered. Standards for social networks, case studies, and a
variety of applications are covered as well.
Outgrowth of a session organized for the 75th Anniversary Meeting of the Society for American Archaeology held in St. Louis, Mo.,
in 2010. Cf. acknowledgments.
Network and Switching Theory
Understanding the link between individual behaviour and population organization and functioning has long been central to ecology
and evolutionary biology. Behaviour is a response to intrinsic and extrinsic factors including individual state, ecological factors or
social interactions. Within a group, each individual can be seen as part of a network of social interactions varying in strength, type
and dynamic. The structure of this network can deeply impact the ecology and evolution of individuals, populations and species.
Within a group social interactions can take many forms and may significantly affect an individual’s fitness. These interactions may
result in complex systems at the group-level, such as in the case of collective decisions (to migrate, to build nest or to forage).
Among them, social transmission of information has been studied mostly in vertebrates: fish, birds and mammals including
humans. In insects, social learning has been unambiguously demonstrated in social Hymenoptera but this probably reflects limited
research effort and recent evidence show that even non-eusocial insects such as Drosophila, cockroaches and crickets can copy
the behaviour of others. Compared to individual learning, which requires a trial and error period every generation, social learning
can potentially result in the stable transmission of behaviours across generations, leading to cultural traditions in some species.
The study of the processes which may facilitate or prevent this transmission and the analyses of the relationship between social
network structure and efficiency of social transmission became these recent years an emerging and promising field of research.
The goal of this research topic is to present the genetic and socio-environmental factors affecting social interaction and information
or pathogen transmission with the integration of experimental approaches, social network analyses and modelling. Importantly, we
aim to understand whether a relationship between social network structures and dynamics can reflect the efficiency of social
transmission, i.e. can we use social network analysis to predict the social transmission of information or of pathogen, collective
decision-making and ultimately the evolutionary trajectory of a group?
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 19th International Conference on Engineering Applications of Neural
Networks, EANN 2019, held in Xersonisos, Crete, Greece, in May 2019. The 35 revised full papers and 5 revised short papers
presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 72 submissions. The papers are organized in topical sections on AI in energy
management - industrial applications; biomedical - bioinformatics modeling; classification - learning; deep learning; deep learning convolutional ANN; fuzzy - vulnerability - navigation modeling; machine learning modeling - optimization; ML - DL financial
modeling; security - anomaly detection; 1st PEINT workshop.
Network Analysis & SynthTata McGraw-Hill EducationNetwork Analysis(including Transmission Lines)Advances in Network Analysis and its
ApplicationsSpringer Science & Business Media
The analysis of recurrences in dynamical systems by using recurrence plots and their quantification is still an emerging field. Over the past
decades recurrence plots have proven to be valuable data visualization and analysis tools in the theoretical study of complex, time-varying
dynamical systems as well as in various applications in biology, neuroscience, kinesiology, psychology, physiology, engineering, physics,
geosciences, linguistics, finance, economics, and other disciplines. This multi-authored book intends to comprehensively introduce and
showcase recent advances as well as established best practices concerning both theoretical and practical aspects of recurrence plot based
analysis. Edited and authored by leading researcher in the field, the various chapters address an interdisciplinary readership, ranging from
theoretical physicists to application-oriented scientists in all data-providing disciplines.
This book constitutes the workshop proceedings of the 16th International Conference on Database Systems for Advanced Applications,
DASFAA 2011, held in Hong Kong, China, in April 2011. The volume contains six workshops, each focusing on specific research issues that
contribute to the main themes of the DASFAA conference: The First International Workshop on Graph-structured Data Bases (GDB 2011);
the First International Workshop on Spatial Information Modeling, Management and Mining (SIM3 2011); the International Workshop on Flashbased Database Systems (FlashDB 2011); the Second International Workshop on Social Networks and Social Media Mining on the Web
(SNSMW 2011); the First International Workshop on Data Management for Emerging Network Infrastructures (DaMEN 2011); and the Fourth
International Workshop on Data Quality in Integration Systems (DQIS 2011).
Covers methods for the analysis of social networks and applies them to examples.
The contributors in this book share, exchange, and develop new concepts, ideas, principles, and methodologies in order to advance and
deepen our understanding of social networks in the new generation of Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) enabled by Web
2.0, also referred to as social media, to help policy-making. This interdisciplinary work provides a platform for researchers, practitioners, and
graduate students from sociology, behavioral science, computer science, psychology, cultural studies, information systems, operations
research and communication to share, exchange, learn, and develop new concepts, ideas, principles, and methodologies. Emerging
Research Challenges and Opportunities in Computational Social Network Analysis and Mining will be of interest to researchers, practitioners,
and graduate students from the various disciplines listed above. The text facilitates the dissemination of investigations of the dynamics and
structure of web based social networks. The book can be used as a reference text for advanced courses on Social Network Analysis,
Sociology, Communication, Organization Theory, Cyber-anthropology, Cyber-diplomacy, and Information Technology and Justice.
Cell Physiology Source Book provides a comprehensive discussion of physiology and biophysics at the cellular level. The book is organized
into seven sections covering biophysical chemistry, electrochemistry, metabolism, second messengers, and ultrastructure (Section I);
transport physiology, pumps, and exchangers (Section II); membrane excitability and ion channels (Section III); ion channels as targets for
toxins, drugs, and genetic diseases (Section IV); synaptic transmission and sensory transduction (Section V); muscle and other contractile
systems (Section VI); and bioluminescence and photosynthesis (Section VII). This text was written for graduate and advanced undergraduate
students in the life sciences, including those taking courses in cell physiology, cell biophysics, and cell biology. Selected parts of this book
can be used for courses in neurobiology, electrobiology, electrophysiology, secretory biology, biological transport, and muscle contraction.
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Students majoring in engineering, biomedical engineering, physics, and chemistry may use the book to understand the living state of matter.
The text can serve as a reference tool for s postdoctoral scholars and faculty engaged in biological research. Medical, dental, and allied
health students can also use this book to complement other textbooks in medical/mammalian physiology.
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